
Somatra Walkthrough 

Version: 1.3.0 

This Walkthrough focuses on 

"Getting more scenes". 

  

At the beginning you’ll see the setting menu, please configure it to your preference. 

Warning; the lighting effects may impact your FPS (FRAMES PER SECOND) and may lag your game. Try 

with light effects on but disable it during the game menu if you are experiencing lag. 

  

If any image gets stuck at your screen press f1, it's a panic button. 

  

Controls: 

Tab- Hide Images 

F1- Delete any image at any time that are stuck at your screen 

Left Ctrl- Fast Forward 

Arrows: Move character 

C: Opens Menu 

X: Cancel/Close 

Z: Interact with things 

  

Status: 

Corruption:  0/100 

Shame:  100/100 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Intro: 

  

The intro plays itself just keep reading until you reach Emily's office. 

When you have a choice, select Kiss Emily 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Emily love +1 

Kissing exp +2 

First Kiss: Emily 

  

After this scene you'll get to the bus. 

When you have a choice select greet him 

When you have a choice select show your panties 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Exhibitionism Exp +2 

Edgar Domination +1 

  

Watch a little more of the intro until Alisa reaches Edgar's room. 

When you have a choice select spy through the window 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 



Voyeurism Exp +2 

Waitress Uniform 

  

After a long history you'll awake in your room your first assignment it's clean this messy thing. 

  

  

Game play: 

First go to the manager's room (Number 1). Note you can see the room number by interacting with the 

blues plates next to the doors. The manager it's locate on the first floor next to the entrance (Left side) 

  

After talking with the manager buy some cleaning products at orange machine at the 2ª floor. (Close to 

room number 13) After, grab the broom it's located just below Alisa house, it's leaning on her house 

(Close to room number 16). 

  

Go to your room, it should look a lot better now. 

 

Let's start the Red Cam story. Go to your pc. 

  

When you have a choice select Yeah, for sure. 

You'll gain 100 credits for this. 

  

Now leave the room and talk to the old lady she is on the first floor. (Next to room number 6) 

 

She will ask for 2 bottles of milk. 

Go to the city using the bus, the bus-stop is on the right map of the Somatra residential complex. 

 



 

 

Buy 2 milk bottles at vendor (he is at commercial center west, just below the police station) 

 

  

Buy a cellphone at shopping center at the right side of the police station (he is at commercial center 

west) 

 

  

Go to work at Edgar's bar. (It’s called the Red Dagger) (Commercial center west, next to the bus stop) 

(You walked thought it to reach the vendors) 

 

 

We are searching for some cg's and items here at Edgar's Bar. 

Go to the 2nd floor to change your clothes and talk with Edgar at his office. After that, punch the clock 

on Edgar's table and go to talk with the manager at the first floor, (The blue hair one, next to stairs) 

She’ll explain the job to you, start to work immediately. 

  



  

 

 

 

Edgar bar cg's: 

 

  

Star to serving tables. When you are serving table 7: 

There is a 70% chance to get the Sd card event, this item is used to begin boom my cherry path. 

  

When you are serving any table: 

  

There is a chance to get Ella events. 

There are 3 main-events, and one extra at female bathroom after you watch all 3. 

  

1 Event; Alisa will follow Ella to bathroom. 

Select just a little fix. 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Ella relation +1 

Masturbation Exp +2 

Fingering Exp +2 

 

After the event Alisa discovers why Ella is so loved by the customers. 

 

2 Event; Alisa will follow Ella to bathroom and get caught by Ella. 

 



After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Ella relation +1 

Masturbation Exp +2 

Fingering Exp +2 

Kissing Exp +2 

  

3 Event; Alisa and Ella do a small show to Ella pet. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +2 

Shame -2 

Ella relation +1 

Oral Exp +2 

Kissing Exp +2 

  

Extra Event; At bathroom glory hole, Ella got horny by having “fun” with Alisa, but she tries to hide it. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Oral Exp +2 

Kissing Exp +2 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Elven boy: 

  

At work, there is an elf boy wearing brown clothes at a bar. 

  

Grab the water bottle here; it’s next to the blue hair girl. 

 

 

Take the bottle of water to the elf, he’ll start complaining that you're not pampering him. 

 Select Kiss him 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Kissing Exp +2 

  

Finish the day and work again, you'll see the elf boy at the same location, give him another water bottle. 



  

Select I need to work when he asks to go to the bathroom for extra corruption work only one time. 

  

 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Kissing Exp +2 

  

There are 3 CGs with the elf boy but for now we'll do other things. 

  

You should have around 10 Corruption right now go to your bedroom and sleep until you reach Friday 

night. Be careful, you need to have enough money to pay your rent. 

  

Emily will visit you; she ends up sleeping at your house, but nothing happens. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Emily Relation +1 

Kissing Exp +2 

Pajamas clothing 

1000 Credits 

  

After getting the pajamas go to your bed and select the option touch yourself, you only be able to do it if 

you have 10 corruption. 

  

After the scene; 



Masturbation Exp +2 

  

After that watch the Sd card at your bed (Ella Cg) 

Ella recorded her first time at a famous show in Somatra, later on you’ll be able to see her magazine at a 

clothing store. 

  

 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Masturbation Exp +2 

 

Alisa will have huge orgasms while watching Ella boom my cherry 

You'll need to watch this cg 5 times to unlock boom my cherry route. Yes, you can skip it. 

  

For now, let's do some money with the Red Cam, at your room you’ll find this place; 

 

  

Take the 1 picture and upload in your pc 

Take the 2 picture and upload in your pc 

Take the 3 picture and upload in your pc 

Take the 4 picture and upload in your pc 

All those at the same spot. 

  



When you arrive on Saturday night or Sunday night, Emily will visit you again. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Emily Relation +1 

Kissing Exp +2 

Dominant Exp +2 

Pussy Licking Exp +2 

Foreplay Exp +2 

  

She’ll be really concerned about your safety. 

When you reach the 5th challenge at the Red Cam you'll need to go to the commercial center. 

Note try to watch the SD-Card (Ella Cg) once per day while you do these challenges. 

 

5 Challenge location is near the hotel, in an alley. 

 

 

Now we have some money, but we need 15 corruption to see more cg's so let's get some more. 

  

Go to elf boy at Edgar's bar and select go to bathroom then you already had your fun 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +2 

Shame -1 



Kissing Exp +2 

Foreplay Exp +2 

Hand Uses +1 

  

With 15 Corruption, watch the boom my cherry Ella until you get the event where Alisa wants to record 

a boom my cherry show;  

  

 

Take a picture for Boom my cherry show with your favorite outfit, you can take the picture at this point; 

 

  

After this do the 6ª challenge at Red Cam. 

  

For now, keep working at Edgar's Bar until you get a call of boom my cherry. 

Go to SSMA (Somatra Star Modeling Agency) Building (in the morning) you can get a taxi to skip some 

time. (Commercial center north) 

 

You can get taxi at several places; the closest one of Alisa house it’s here; 

 

 



SSMA Building; 

 

 

 

 Talk with the security at the door; 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +2 

Shame -2 

  

Alisa will do a photoshoot, to auction her for the first time. 

 

With 17 Corruption we can do more Red Cam Challenges 

  

After this do the 7ª challenge at commercial center same place that 5ª. Do the 8ª and 9ª challenge at 

your home. 

  

For now, it’s all we can do it, the 10ª challenge needs you to have 20 corruption. 

  

We can't get much more corruption right now without doing the main quest or losing Alisa first time so, 

work at Edgar's Bar until Saturday or skip some days if you have enough money. 

 

On Saturday morning you’ll get a call from boom my cherry inviting Alisa to record. 

Wear your school uniform and go to the hotel at night. 

 



 

Talk to the security at the door. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +4 

Shame -4 

Pussy Uses +6 

Mouth Uses +4 

Hand Uses +4 

Breast Uses +2 

Feet Uses +1 

Vaginal Exp +8 

Oral Exp +4 

Submissive Exp +2 

Feet Exp +2 

Cum Addict Exp +2 

Exhibitionism Exp +2 

Foreplay Exp +2 

 

Alisa will record her show, this show will unlock others shows in future. 

Now Alisa it's not more virgin we can watch the sex scenes over the town, you can see her magazine at 

clothing store. 

  

Now, we can finish the Red Cam 10º challenge. 



After the 10ª challenge, check the challenge rules on your pc, you'll see that Alisa has a package on the 

door keeper. 

 

 

  

 

 

Take the package and go to your room. Then check the challenges again you reach the intermediate 

Challenges 

  

For now, let's work at Edgar's Bar again to see the 2 CG of the elf guy. 

  

Talk with elf go to bathroom and raise your skirt then select this place is off limits 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption: +1 

Shame: -1 

Kissing Exp +2   

Foreplay Exp +2 

Hand Uses +1. 

Vaginal Exp +2 

Pussy Uses +1   

Cum Addict Exp +1 

  

Now we'll do some of the main quest to get more Corruption we need to unlock the sewers. 



  

Talk with the police (girl) at police station (Commercial center west) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After talking with the girl, a strange guy will ask for money to give you some info, Pay him 1500 credits. 

 Go to hacker house, you can see this image on your pc but far huge than this one. (You need to wear 

your uniform) 

  

 

After listening to the sad story of Derrick, his little sister Alisa decides to help him, for their plan we’ll 

need a yellow access card. 

 

On any Saturday night go to Edgar's Bar. 

 Talk with this guy; 



 

His fellow colleagues don’t respect him to much because he has a small “gun” 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption +2 

Shame -2 

Mouth Uses +1 

Oral Exp +2 

Kissing Exp +2 

Sewer Key 

  

With the keys within your pockets go at night to the sewers, it’s behind Edgar's bar, here; 

 

 

  

You'll need a mark (Some kind of tattoo) to buy the wire cutter, get it here; 

 



 

 

Get your mark at the dealer, select the free option.  

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

  

Buy a wire cutter at the shady guy and cut the fence. 

 

Now we need to get seen by the 3 guards; 

  

 

The Lesbian Girl with pissing scene; 

After the scene;  

Corruption +2 

Shame -2 

Mouth uses +1 

pussy uses +1 

oral exp +2 



Vaginal Exp +2 

Non-Consent exp +2 

Pissing Exp +2 

  

The thing job guy; 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Non-Consent exp +2 

LegsExp +2 

  

  

The foot fetish guy; 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Feet Exp +2 

  

After watching all 3 cg's go to the control panel at the right side; it's close to the pink hair soldier. 

 

 

  

Then go here; close to the feet fetish guy, at left side you'll find a star icon used to jump. 

 



 

  

Go to the machine room, and back to the control panel. 

 

 

  

Get the yellow card here in less than 3 minutes, this quest gets a lot of reworks to become easier.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 After getting the yellow card we'll be back to see more cg's; 

  

We still need to watch; The elf cg, Emily cgs, Rin Cg's, Red cam park, red cult, Junn DLC, Tessa Cg's, 

Dreams Cgs, and continue the main quest. 

  

Let's begin with dreams Cg's those happen when you go to sleep there is two of them; 

  

 

  

 

 

Dream 01 And Dream 02 



Both dreams don't give any status raise, you need 20 corruptions to dream 01 and 

30 corruptions to watch dream 02, just sleep at your bed. 

  

Rin cg's: it's pretty easy go to this place at park(south) at any Tuesday night or Thursday night at this 

point; 

(You can reach the park using taxi)  

 

 

 

Main Rin Cgs: 

  

1 Cg: no status change 

2 Cg: Shame -1 

3 Cg: Corruption +1 Shame -1 Exhibitionism Exp +2 

4 Cg: Corruption +1 Shame -1 Exhibitionism Exp +2 

5 Cg: Corruption +1 Shame -1 Exhibitionism Exp +2 

6 Cg: Corruption +2 Shame -2, mouth uses +1, pussy uses +1. exp vaginal +2, Exhibitionism Exp +2, Oral 

Exp +2. 

7 Cg: Corruption +1 Shame -1 Exhibitionism Exp +2, Pissing Exp +2; 

8 Cg: Corruption +1 Shame -1, mouth uses +1, pussy uses +1. exp vaginal +2, Exhibitionism Exp +2, Oral 

Exp +2. 

  

Then we reach the random Rin cg's you can find 4; 

1- Mouth uses +1 exhibitionism Exp +2, Oral +2 (SEX CG WITH RIN) 

2- Pussy uses +1 exhibitionism Exp +2, Vaginal +2 (SEX CG WITH ALISA) 

3- Pussy uses +1 exhibitionism Exp +2, Vaginal +2 (SEX CG WITH ALISA ALONE) 



4- exhibitionism Exp +2, Pissing Exp +2 (PISSING SCENE)  

  

This finishes all the Rin cg's. 

  

The elf is quite simple. go to Edgar bar's, start to work talk to the elf, go to bathroom select 

(Fine but...) to have sex with him while you take a bath this is the last cg with the elf. 

  

After the scene; 

Corruption: +1 

Shame: -1 

Kissing Exp +2   

Foreplay Exp +2 

Hand Uses +1. 

Vaginal Exp +2 

Pussy Uses +1   

Cum Addict Exp +1 

   

Now for the Emily Cg's You need to go to the North wall it's pretty easy to get there. 

At morning go to the end of the commercial center north this place; 

 

 

  

You'll arrive at the north wall. 

 ust keep going forward until you reach the base inside go to Emily room; 

 



 

  

After the cg you'll unlock a new job (I'm working on it) 

This cg doesn't change any status. 

 

You can date her after that keep working at the achieves until Saturday, she’ll pick you up to the date. 

You’ll be able to choose between Emily corruption or love route. 

 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Pussy Uses +1 

Feet Uses +1 

Vaginal Exp +2 

Feet Exp +2 

Oral Exp +4 

Foreplay Exp +2 

Kissing Exp +2 

Emily Relation: +3 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now with the Red Cam Park 

Those cg's are pretty easy after getting the new clothes (You got them at the door keeper quest) go to 

park bathroom at night. 

 

 

  

Now there is 8 cg's here; 

  

Try to check each spot at every cg; 

 

First Spot: Park north 

 

Second Spot: Park Center Both near the Emperor Statue. 

 



 

Third Spot: Park South there is one near the bushes can be pretty trickey to find it 

 

 

 

  

After those cg's Alisa will invite a shy boy to record a sex-tape at her room. It should be Near the 

challenge 18~19 

  

 

Red cult has no new contents right now. 

  

  

Tessa Cg's: 

Those cg's happens after 30 days in game, just sleep at your bed until the cg's triggers. 

You need casual clothes to trigger the 3 cg. 

 

First Cg: Alisa will meet Tessa nothing happens. 



Second Cg: Alisa and Tessa Will Watch a movie some kissing 

 

 

 

 

After the scene; 

Corruption +1 

Shame -1 

Feet Uses +1 

Kissing Exp +2 

 

Third Cg: Alisa and Tessa play a drink game; Alisa gets drunk, but Tessa is a gentle person and takes care 

of her. 

 

After the scene; 

Kissing Exp +2 

 

 

Junn DLC (Bestiality content) you can enable it at intro settings or at recolletion room. 

  

You can find him on any rainy day at this position, make sure to have at least 150 credits. 

 

 

It’s next to the clothing store 

  

After getting Junn, he will prove a little horny dog, just keep playing until you have sex with him. 



  

When you have sex with Junn you'll be able to work at kyrie farms. 

You can access the kyrie farms through the bus stop. 

  

It's pretty easy from here just go to talk with kyrie at office, then keep doing her task, until you reach the 

Junn Ending. 

 

Main quest goes to derrick house with the yellow card at morning, after that you'll get a new set of 

clothes, with the new clothes go to shopping, Alisa will end blowing the rapist guy store. 

 

 

Hi guys, there is a lot of room for improvement at this walkthrough but it’s far better than the first 

version. I hope you can play the game a lot easier for now. 

 

 

 


